
 
Leadership is not a position or a title, it is action and example. 

Cory Booker 
 
This quote really embodies the ideas I believe in. This system of leading by example is something uncommon in this 
era. People are so used to being dictators and managers without any actual leadership. Having the capability to lead 
a group instead of managing it is a skill SHYLI’s program tries to implement into the youth today.  
 
At our annual Summit youth from both islands - (Sustainable Hawaii Youth Leadership Initiative) and our sister 
island MVYLI (Martha's Vineyard Youth Leadership Initiative).  Developing leadership and career skills while 
discussing and tackling sustainability problems for our future and to sustain the future of both our islands. We 
helped welcome the Hōkūleʻa Worldwide Voyage to Martha’s Vineyard. 
 
At the Summit I gave this presentation on Sustain Hawaii: Renewable Energy. 
http://www.slideshare.net/harpstar/sustainhawaii?ref=http://www.touchstoneleaders.com/sustainability/ 
 
I was on the Hawaii-Philippines Sister Island Team .We are developing our Sustainability-In-Action Project 
on Renewable Energy. Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ncn9YT3yQZM 
 
The VERGE conference just before this Summit helped me see a bigger picture on how the state of Hawaii will 
reach 100% renewable energy.  There were vast amounts of business leaders and scientists all together in one place 
creating a new and renewable future. 
 
I’d like to thank everyone very much for all the opportunities given to me and the chances I’ll get in the future to 
help not only Hawaii but the environment and people everywhere.  Mahalo Nui Loa! 
 
 
Mahalo for your support for Hawaii’s youth who aspire to become future leaders. 
Elijah Anakalea-Buckley 
Elijah Anakalea-Buckley 
 
My fellow SHYLI Emerging Leaders Tania duPont and Juanito Moises Jr. represented us at the IUCN’s World 
Conservation Congress.   They featured our new video SHYLI HIGHLIGHTS 2010-2016 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wEAqaJm-PC0 
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